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PRESS RELEASE

ALPS OutdoorZ Now Offers the Backpack Blind Bag in Mossy Oak Blades
ALPS OutdoorZ continues to expand the application of Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades camo by offering this exceptional waterfowl
pattern on the company’s Backpack Blind Bag. In addition to Shadow Grass Blades, the proven Backpack Blind Bag is available in
Realtree MAX-5.
Shadow Grass Blades is an ultra-realistic pattern ideally suited for vegetative fields and marsh-edge environments dominated by
long grass. The use of deep shadow and contrasting highlights combine with real grass and thatch imagery to deliver a pattern with
exceptional depth and blend for any “dead grass” setup.
The Backpack Blind Bag is the ideal gear transport for waterfowlers needing a hands-free equipment solution. The adjustable
padded shoulder straps and waist belt work with an adjustable sternum strap to ensure good load distribution and a comfortable
carry between the truck and the blind. The hallmark feature of the pack, however, is its self-standing hard-bottom construction,
which helps keep the “wearable” portion of the pack dry and out of the muck. There are two main compartments that work great for
most motion decoys.
Designed specifically for the waterfowler, the Backpack Blind Bag boasts a drop-down
gun boot, leaving the hands free to carry decoys, a blind, or seat. Additional features
include nine shell loops, three choke tube holders, and the bag is hydration compatible.
The Backpack Blind Bag even comes with stowable game totes on the shoulder straps
for bringing home the birds.
ALPS OutdoorZ Backpack Blind Bag Specifications
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•
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•
•
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Weight: 5 lbs. 0 oz.
Hard bottom - doubles as an extra compartment
Removable LED light
Stow-away game totes on shoulder straps
Center aluminum stay with air flow channel back
Two main compartments with large front pocket
Hydration compatible and water bottle pocket
Three choke tube holders
Nine total shell loops
Drop down gun boot
Hard sunglasses case
Padded shoulder straps and waist belt

For more information about this and other innovative waterfowl hunting solutions
from ALPS OutdoorZ, visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.
About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of
companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the
ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds.
ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS Brands—made its mark over a decade ago by offering packs purposefully
designed for remote wilderness hunting. Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to
waterfowl blinds and turkey hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and
distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information,
please visit www. alpsoutdoorz.com.
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